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Abstract
We show strict lower bounds for the complexity of several model checking problems
for BPA Basic Process Algebra Model checking BPA with HennessyMilner Logic
is PSPACE hard while model checking BPA with the alternationfree modal 
calculus is EXPTIME hard Model checking BPA with LTL is also EXPTIME 
hard By combining these results with already established upper bounds it follows
that the model checking problems are PSPACEcomplete and EXPTIME complete
respectively
 Introduction
Basic Process Algebra BPA processes were dened by Bergstra and Klop
in  They are transition systems associated with Greibach normal form
GNF contextfree grammars in which only leftmost derivations are permit
ted BPAprocesses are also called contextfree processes They are a subclass
of pushdown processes	 where the nite control of the pushdown automaton
has only one state
It has been known for some time that model checking pushdown processes
with the modal calculus is EXPTIME complete 
		 Furthermore	 the
problem is even EXPTIME hard for a xed formula in the alternationfree
modal calculus For the much simpler logic EF	 the model checking prob
lem for pushdown processes is PSPACE complete  Again the hardness
result even holds for a xed EFformula For CTL the complexity is only
known to be between PSPACE and EXPTIME  For LTL lineartime tempo
ral logic model checking pushdown processes is EXPTIME complete 	 but
polynomial in the size of the process for every xed formula
There is an important dierence between BPA and pushdown processes in the
complexity of model checking Burkart and Steen 
 showed that for ev
ery xed formula in the alternationfree modal calculus the model checking
c
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problem is polynomial in the size of the BPAprocess This result was later
generalized to the full modal calculus 
		 The model checking algo
rithms for BPA are only exponential in the size of the formula So far	 there
were no hardness results for model checking BPA	 not even for the full modal
calculus On the other hand	 model checking nitestate systems with the
alternationfree modal calculus is linear 		 and model checking nite
state systems with the full modal calculus is in NP  coNP 		 and
so might be polynomial as well It has thus been conjectured that at least
some model checking problems for BPA might be polynomial Here we show
that this is not the case Even for the simple HennessyMilner Logic	 model
checking BPA is PSPACE hard For the modal calculus model checking is
EXPTIME hard In fact	 this hardness result even holds for the alternation
free modal calculus We also show that the EXPTIME hardness result for
pushdown processes and LTL 	 carries over to BPA Since the upper bound
trivially carries over	 model checking BPA with LTL is EXPTIME complete
The rest of the paper is structured as follows In Section  we dene BPA
and the temporal logics that are used here In Sections 	 
 and  we show
the hardness results for HennessyMilner Logic	 the alternationfree modal 
calculus and LTL In Section  we present the general picture of the complexity
of model checking BPA
 Preliminaries
The states of a BPAprocess are represented by sequences of symbols from a
set Const  The dynamics is described by nite sets  of rewrite rules of the
form X
a
 	 where X  Const is a single symbol	 a  Act is an atomic
action and   Const

is a sequence of symbols The rewriting formalism is
prexrewriting	 which means that the rules are only applied at the leftmost
position in the term For example	 a rule A
a
 BC can be applied to a term
ADEF and yields the transition ADEF
a
 BCDEF 
Now we repeat the denition of some branchingtime logics that are used to
describe properties of BPAprocesses The formulae of HennessyMilner Logic
have the following syntax
  true j  j 

 

j hai
The denotation  of a formula  is a subset of the set of states  that is
dened inductively as follows
true 
  


 

  

  


hai  fs   j s

  s
a
 s

 s

 g
The onestep next operator hai is sometimes also denoted by 
a
 We write
 if the action does not play a role

The modal calculus  is the extension of HennessyMilner Logic by vari
ables and xpoint operators The semantics of formulae is dened wrt a
valuation V  V ar 	 

that assigns every variable X in the logic a set of
states which satisfy it
X
V
 VX
The syntax and semantics of the minimal xpoint operator is dened by
X
V


fS 
  j 
VXS

 Sg
where
VX  SX

 



VX

 if X  X

S if X  X

In model checking we use only closed formulae These are the formulae where
every variable is bound by a xpoint operator Also there is the restriction
that every variable occurs within the scope of an even number of negations
The property that s   is also denoted by s j 
It is easy to see that Computation Tree Logic CTL  is a fragment of the
alternationfree modal calculus
E

U 

  X

 

X
E

wU 

  X

 

X  X

 X   true
An interesting fragment of CTL is the logic EF	 which uses the same operators
as HennessyMilner Logic and the operator EF which can be expressed by
EF   Etrue U 
LinearTime Logic LTL  is dened on runs of processes It uses boolean
operators	 the onestep next operator and the untiloperators


U 

 

 j i 
i
 

  j  i 
j
 



Intuitively	 this means that the run  has a sux 
i
that satises 

and all
prexes satisfy 




wU 

 

 j i 
i
 

  j  i 
j
 

  i 
i
 



Here it is also possible that the run  always satises 

	 but never 


A state s satises an LTLformula  i all runs that start at s satisfy 
s j   runss 
 
The model checking problem is dened as follows
Model checking
Instance BPAprocess  with initial state s	 formula 
Question s j  
Since in practice the process can often be large	 while the formula is often
small	 one considers two questions
i The complexity of the general model checking problem in the size of the
process and the formula

ii The complexity of the model checking problem in the size of the process
for a xed formula However	 one assumes the worst case for this xed
formula
 Hardness of HennessyMilner Logic
In this section we show that model checking BPA with HennessyMilner Logic
is PSPACE hard We do this by reducing the problem of quantied boolean
formulae QBF to the model checking problem
Let n  N and let x

     x
n
be boolean variables Wr we assume that n is
even A literal is either a variable or the negation of a variable A clause is a
disjunction of literals The quantied boolean formula Q is given by
Q  x

x

x

  x
n
x
n
Q

    Q
k

where the Q
i
are clauses The problem is if Q is valid We reduce this problem
to the model checking problem
The intuition is that rst we nondeterministically choose values for the vari
ables and then check if these choices satisfy Q The existential or universal
nature of these choices is handled by the HennessyMilner Logic formula Now
we dene a BPA whose initial state is the symbol Z

 The rules are as follows
Z

c

 Z

X

Z

c

 Z



X

Z

c

 Z

X

Z

c

 Z



X




Z
n
c
n
 Z
n
X
n
Z
n
c
n
 Z
n


X
n
Z
n
c
n
 X
n
Z
n
c
n


X
n
Furthermore we add rules X
i
q
j
 X
i
	 if the literal x
i
is in the clause Q
j
for any
  i  n and   j  k
In the same way we add rules

X
i
q
j


X
i
	 if the literal x
i
is in the clause Q
j
for any   i  n and   j  k
Finally	 we add rules X
i
d
  and

X
i
d
  for every   i  n
Now we construct the HennessyMilner Logic formula We use the abbrevia
tion hdi
i
for hdi    hdi i times The formula is
  hc

ic

hc

ic
	
    hc
n
ic
n


     
k



where

j



in
hdi
i
hq
j
itrue
It follows that Q is valid i Z

j  Note that the size of  is On

k Thus
 is not a xed formula	 but grows polynomially with the size of Q Also
the BPA process has size Onk Since QBF is PSPACE complete we get the
following lemma
Lemma  Model checking BPA with HennessyMilner Logic is PSPACE
hard
It was shown in  that even for the more general logic EF and pushdown
processes	 model checking can be done in polynomial space Thus we get the
following theorem
Theorem  Model checking BPA with EF or HennessyMilner Logic
is PSPACEcomplete
 Hardness of the Modal Calculus
Model checking pushdown processes with the modal calculus is EXPTIME 
complete 
		 There is even a xed formula in the alternationfree modal
calculus	 for which model checking pushdown processes is EXPTIME hard
This hardness result does not carry over to BPA In fact	 for every xed
modal calculus formula	 model checking is polynomial in the size of the
BPAprocess
Here we show that model checking BPA with general nonxed formulae in
the alternationfree modal calculus is EXPTIME hard This is shown by a
reduction from the acceptance problem for linearly space bounded alternating
Turingmachines
An alternating Turing machine ATM is described by a tuple Q 	 q


 l	
whereQ are the states of the nite control	  the tape symbols	 	 the transition
relation	 q


the initial state and l is a function that labels states as existential	
universal	 accepting or rejecting The computation of an ATM is dened just
like the computation of a normal Turing machine	 but the acceptance condition
is more complex Since the machine is nondeterministic	 the computation can
be represented as a computation tree in which the branches represent dierent
possible computations The states of the nite control of the ATM are assigned
labels by the function l as existential	 universal	 accepting or rejecting Now
the states in the computation tree are labeled as accepting or rejecting by the
following rules
i A leaf of the computation tree is labeled accepting rejecting if the nite
control of the ATM in this state is accepting rejecting

ii An internal node where the nite control is labeled universal existential
is accepting if and only if all at least one of its successor nodes are is
accepting Otherwise it is rejecting
iii A node is labeled undened if the label cannot be determined by the
other rules This only happens if there are innite branches
Without loss of generality let j	q aj   for every universal state q and
symbol a We choose an arbitrary order on the two elements of 	q a and
call them the rst and second successor conguration of q a An ATM
M is called linearly bounded if there is a constant k	 such that for every
word w in the language of M 	 M has an accepting computation that uses
at most k  jwj space Let n  k  jwj We only consider linearly bounded
ATMs and thus avoid the problem of innite branches and undened labels
The acceptance problem for linearly bounded alternating Turingmachines is
EXPTIME complete 
The idea is to guess a sequence of congurations of the ATM and to store this
sequence in a BPAprocess term A formula in the alternationfree modal 
calculus is used to check if this sequence represents an accepting computation
of the ATM
Let M  Q 	 q


 l be the ATM	 w the input word and n  k  jwj the
length of the tape LetM s head be over the rst cell of the tape We construct
in polynomial time a BPA  with initial state  q


w and an alternationfree
modal calculus formula  st M accepts w i  q


w j 	 wrt  The
rules  for the BPA are as follows
 
put
 T

a for every a  
T
i
put
 T
i
a for every a  	   i  n 
T
i
put
 T

i
q for every q  Q	   i  n
T

i
put
 T

i
a for every a  	   i  n 
T

n
put
  
 

 
a
a
  for every a  
q
q
  for every q  Q
a
drop
  for every a  
q
drop
  for every q  Q
 
drop
 
The size of this set of rules is On

 Now in every state where the symbol
 is at the top	 the state has the form  c

 c

    c
m
 where the c
i
are
congurations of the ATM Every c
i
has the form uqu

where q  Q is the
state	 u

is the contents of the tape under the head and to the right of it and

u is the contents of the tape to the left of the head u can be empty	 but u

cannot Also we have that lengthu ! lengthu

  n
Now we dene some auxiliary formulae Let Q
acc

 Q be the set of accepting
states	 Q
univ

 Q be the set of universal states and Q
ex

 Q be the set of
existential states The formula accept means that the top symbol is  and
the state in the uppermost conguration c

is accepting
accept  h i


in
hdropi
i

qQ
acc
hqitrue
The formulae univ and ex are dened in the same way with Q
univ
or Q
ex
	
respectively These formulae have size On


The formula succ encodes the property that the current state of the BPA
process has the form  c

 c

    c
m
 for some m   and that the con
guration c

is a successor conguration of c

 The actual construction is
cumbersome and depends on the relation 	 of the ATM M  However	 it is
easy to see that it can be done with the help of the following formulae Let
x   Q and i  f     ng "

xi
means that the ith symbol in c

is x
"

xi
 h ihdropi
i
hxitrue
"

xi
means that the ith symbol in c

is x
"

xi
 h ihdropi
ni
hxitrue
Note that both c

and c

have length n!	 because the state q counts extra
In the same way formulae succ

succ

 can be constructed that mean that the
conguration c

is the rst successor second successor of c

if c

is a universal
conguration The formulae "

xi
	 "

xi
have size On and the formulae succ	
succ

and succ

have size On


Now we are ready to construct the formula 
X accept

univ  hputi
n
succ

X
 hputi
n
succ

X

ex  hputi
n
succ X
Note that  is a very simple formula	 since it uses only one xpoint operator
Thus it is a formula in the alternationfree modal calculus However	 it is
not a CTLformula The size of  is On

 We have that  q


w j  i M
accepts w
Lemma  Model checking BPA with the alternationfree modal calculus
is EXPTIMEhard
Containment in EXPTIME has been shown in 
		 Thus we get the
following theorem

Theorem  Model checking BPA with the full modal calculus and the
alternationfree modal calculus is EXPTIMEcomplete
 Hardness of LTL
Now we consider model checking BPAprocesses with lineartime logic Model
checking pushdown processes with LTL is EXPTIME complete 	 but only
polynomial in the size of the process for any xed formula The question was
if EXPTIME hardness also holds for BPAprocesses
We show that model checking with LTL is EXPTIME hard even for BPA We
generalize the proof of EXPTIME hardness for pushdown processes and LTL
of  This proof for pushdown processes is in the appendix of  and can
be found in 
The proof of EXPTIME hardness is done by a reduction of the acceptance
problem for linearly bounded alternating Turing machines  see also Sec
tion 

Lemma  Model checking BPA with LTL is EXPTIMEhard
Proof We reduce the acceptance problem of a linearly bounded ATM to the
model checking problem Let M  Q 	 q


 l be the ATM	 w the input
word and n  k  jwj the length of the tape Let M s head be over the rst
cell of the tape We construct in polynomial time a BPA  with initial state
I and a LTLformula  st M accepts w i I j 	 wrt 
First we describe the intuition for the construction	 then we formally dene the
BPA  and nally we construct the LTLformula that characterizes exactly
the runs of the system that are faithful simulations of M 
The intuition is as follows A conguration of M is described by words of


Q

of length n In a conguration q
	  is the content of the tape to
the left of the head	 q is the state of the nite control and 
 is the content of
the tape under the head and to the right of it The conguration is accepting
if q is an accepting state The computation of the BPA is now dened as
an attempt to guess a computation of M  This is a nite or innite tree
of congurations in which every node has at most two successors The BPA
attempts by guessing nondeterministically to simulate a traversal of this tree
in inx order In the sequence that describes its state it stores the sequence
 c

 c

    c
k
of congurations c

     c
k
describing the path in this tree
from the root to the actual conguration Of course	 most of these guesses are
wrong or not even meaningful Later well use the LTL formula to enforce a
faithful simulation of M 
Now we dene the BPA  As the tree is traversed in inx order the BPA
always does one of two things
i It outputs  fc 	 where c is a conguration of M and f meaning #for
ward is a special action and writes  c onto the stack This symbolizes
that we enter a node from the parent node in the computation tree ofM 

ii It outputs  bc
r
 	 where c
r
is the reverse of the conguration c and b
meaning #backward is a special action	 and pops  c
r
 from the stack
At the beginning of the execution the BPA outputs  fq


w and writes
 q


w onto the stack A computation is successful if it leads to a state
where the stack is empty
The rules describing this are as follows We use a shorthand notation where
the rules can have strings as labels instead of single actions
I
f
 I

 
I

q

w
T

n
w
r
q


T

n
f
T


 
T
i
a
T
i
a for a  	   i  n 
T
i
q
T

i
q for q  Q	   i  n
T

i
a
T

i
a for a  	   i  n 
T

n
b
 
a
a
  for a  
q
q
  for q  Q
 
b
 
 
f
T


 
It is easy to see thatM accepts w i the actions performed by the BPAprocess
form a string  d


 d

    d
m
 such that this string is a faithful simulation
of the computation ofM on w and is in a state with empty stack a deadlock
afterwards
Now we dene when a simulation is faithful and construct the LTL formula
that characterizes exactly the faithful simulations The simulation is faithful
i the following properties hold for every   i  m 
i If d
i
 fc and c is an existential conguration	 then d
i
 fc

and c

is
a successor conguration of c
ii If d
i
 fc and c is a universal conguration	 then d
i
 fc

and c

is the
rst successor conguration of c
iii If d
i
 bc
r
and d
i
 fc

	 then c is a universal conguration	 and c

is
the second successor conguration of c
iv The conguration in d
i
is not a rejecting conguration
v If the conguration in d
i
is an accepting conguration	 then d
i
 bc
r
for some c
These properties can be encoded in LTL For each symbol a  Qff b g
we dene a proposition p
a
 
a
true We use the abbreviation 
i
 for
     itimes
We dene G  wU false and F   true U 

A run of the BPA is a faithful simulation ofM if it satises the following LTL
formula
faithful  Gp


n
p

 "

 "

 "

 "
	
 "


where p


n
p

expresses that the current state is a  position dierent
from the last	 and "

"

"

"
	
"

encode parts $ of the properties
above It is n!	 because n is the length of the conguration and the symbol
 	 the symbol f or b and the state q count extra
M accepts w if there is a run of the BPA that is faithful satises the LTL
formula faithful and leads to a state of deadlock Let
  faithful  F  true
Therefore M accepts w i there is a run of the BPA that satises  This is
true i not all runs satisfy  Thus M accepts w i
I j 
We only show how to construct the formula "

	 since "

$ "

are similar

d
i
 fc is encoded as p
f


c is an existential conguration is encoded as
n

j

j


qQ
ex
p
q

where Q
ex

 Q is the set of existential states

c is not rejecting is encoded as

n

j

j


qQ
rej
p
q

where Q
rej

 Q is the set of rejecting states

d
i
 fc

 is encoded as 
n
p
f


c

is a successor conguration of c is encoded as a disjunction of formulae	
one for each possible successor conguration of c These formulae are in
turn a conjunction of formulae of the form

j
p
a


j
p
q

j
p
a


jnk
p
x
where k  f  g	 q  Q	 a   and x  Q and   j  n! They
are determined only by the transition relation of the ATM
For example let a

  a

 	 q  Q and q

  L  	q  Then	 for
every j	 there would be three such formulae with dierent right hand sides
These right hand sides are

jn
p
q


jn
p


jn
p



By combining this hardness result with the already established EXPTIME 
upper bound 	 we get the following theorem
Theorem  Model checking BPA with LTL is EXPTIMEcomplete

 Conclusion
The results on the complexity of model checking BPA can be summarized as
follows
BPA general xed formula
HennessyMilner Logic PSPACE complete  P
EF PSPACE complete  P
altfree modal calc EXPTIME complete  P
modal calc EXPTIME complete  P
LTL EXPTIME complete  P
In comparison	 model checking pushdown processes is often harder in the case
of xed formulae
Pushdown general xed formula
HennessyMilner Logic PSPACE complete  P
EF PSPACE complete PSPACE complete
altfree modal calc EXPTIME complete EXPTIME complete
modal calc EXPTIME complete EXPTIME complete
LTL EXPTIME complete  P
These results show the complexity of model checking BPA with the most
common temporal logics	 except for CTL The EXPTIME hardness proof in
Section 
 does not carry over to CTL For both BPA and pushdown pro
cesses	 model checking with CTL is only known to be between PSPACE and
EXPTIME 
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